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Time requirements for 'scanner' processes using
different media - a relative comparison

This document is an addition to my document gener983.pdf -  So scannen Sie optimal nach einem DR
Vorgang!  (there I explained that it is faster to run scanner -m instead of scanner -i and use scanner
-i only in case you really need it.)

Here I wanted to measure with some specific save sets how much time one potentially could save by either using

scanner -m device

versus rebuilding also the file index with

scanner -i device

Is there a significant difference at all? - I am fully aware that with my tiny test environment the result would have
no absolute meaning. But this was not my intentention. I only wanted to compare the relative time requirements.
This was my test configuration:

• The following backup disks have been configured and directly attached to my NetWorker server:

Device Name Type Pool Volume Name
ddve74-1.eval.local_DDBOOST_# data domain DATA DDBOOST_#
AFTD_# advanced file CLONE AFTD_#
Y:\FTD_# file CLONE FTD_#

• For the test I just backed up the Volumes X: and Y: of my client 19-client19-1 to the DDBoost device.

• From there I cloned the save sets to the other disk backup devices.
For the NetWorker server it does not matter whether it will later scan a backup or a clone media.
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As source data I generated volumes/directories with thousands of very small text files of exactly 100 bytes in
size. To fill the client file index not the size of the backup data itself but the number of files and their absolute
pathnames make the key difference. And for tests most often extreme conditions will be created - mayby you
remember the limit value considerations from your high school or university days.

Therefore I decided to create separate file systems for these volumes/disk devices:

- 100.000 files with 100 Bytes each
- 1 mio files with 100 Bytes each
- 10 mio files with 100 Bytes each
- 10 x 1 mio files with 100 Bytes each

The backups ran without any problems. Of course, those for the 'huge' file systems took their time. While the
backup for the 10 x 1 mio files - due to multi-streaming - 'only' took 8 hrs, the appropriate single-stream test (with
10 mio files in just a single directory) ran for about twice as long:

But even the big file systems with 10 mio files just created a save set of about 5 GB in size!
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... with their respective assignment of backup media:

Finally these were the resulting backup devices ...
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I admit, that my very special setup with millions of very small files looks pretty strange. However such numbers
do really appear in the field and are therefore not impossible.

During my scanner tests I came across different major and minor problems which I do not want to explain here
in detail - such would result in losing the focus of my document. However, I want to mention some important
facts:

In a small test environment like mine, my test scenario is good enough for 'normal'
operations. Usually you do not need more than 8 GB of RAM.

But scanner is pretty RAM intense! - Therefore I followed the advice from the
NetWorker Performance Optimzation Planning Guide and increased the RAM size
for my NetWorker server to the suggested minimum value of 32 GB.

To scan a device/volumes you must not necessarily overwrite the existing index - it is sufficient if you run the
scanner command with the option -n (no update). Consequently, for my tests, these were the appropriate
commands to scan my backup devices/media:

• To scan the information for the media index:

scanner -n -m device_name

• To scan the information for the file index (and for the media index, if necessary):

scanner -n -i device_name

• For the clone devices/media one just had to exchange the device name appropriately.

These were my test commands and their respective results:

• scanner -n -m device_name ... always completed after a few seconds.
As the time does not really matter, I refrained from further tests.

• scanner -n -i device_name ... took much longer - often even hours.

Here I was absolutely surprised by the fact that scanning a
DDBoost device took much/extremly longer than the same process
for the locally attached AFTD and even for the pretty old FTD
device. Unfortunately, in practical life, customers who will have a
Data Domain will of most likely use DDBoost devices!
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The first scanner test on DDBoost devices/media even took so long that I feared a malfunction and aborted
these tests too early. To estimate the time requirements I now created another DDBoost media for a backup of
only 1000 files ...

... and verified the duration for these scanner processes. As expected, this test ended after about 15 secs.
However, my feeling was that even this time was taking much longer compared with the tests for the FTD and
an AFTD device respectively, which I did not even measure.

For the volumes with 100.000 files these were the results:

Despite the fact that the extreme long 'reaction time' for the fast DDBoost device shocked me, I could now
estimate what the duration for the scan process for the DDBoost device with 10 mio files might result in.

The test with 1 mio files - although taking much longer - showed very similar relative results:

These enormous differences for the usage of the Data Domain surprised me,
because - in principle - the scan process is nothing else but an 'ordinary' recover/
clone process, except for the additional extraction of the metadata. However, cloning
all save sets showed absolute no particularities - even the 'big' save sets of about 5GB
only took a few minutes to complete!
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Finally, the results for the 10 x 1 mio file system screwed the relative result between the AFTD and the FTD
device ...

... while the scenario for the 1 x 10 mio file system seemed to fit the first relative results again:

The only conclusion: NetWorker is able to work with multiple streams even during a single scanner command!

So I ran more tests. You will find the results on the next pages.
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During my next tests, I became aware of two facts which I did not expect at all:

• If there are multiple save sets on the volume, the process will run into 'stages':

In this example the simultaneous support of 5 save sets will be shown immediately while one could
expect that they will be processed one after the other. Then the process obviously pauses for about 20
mins ...

... before the next save sets will be scanned and the process will finally end without any problem:
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• When scanning the 'old' FTD media, obviously for each entry in the file index the process will show a
DEV_TYPE_UNKNOWN message which might raise the fact that this device is not supported any
longer. However, this is a false message - the process will in fact end successfully:

To get rid of these messages, which will of course delay the execution, you may want to redirect them
from STDERR to the so-called Null device (2>nul).

The following screen shot shows the difference for a small save set of only 10 files:

BTW - this 'cosmetical' problem has already been solved with the latest NW releases.
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So I now scanned the save set with 10 x 1 mio files from the DDBoost device/media.

To my surprise it took even longer than one whole day (24 hrs). Also, a view inside the Process Explorer showed
an exceptional high number of page faults:

So I aborted the process and tested with extended verbosity (scanner -vv ...) whether this could lead to
a  general problem. However, this was obviously not the case:
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And the 6 save sets, which NetWorker seemed to support simultaneously ...

... could even be seen in the verbose output - although there was no equal distribution:

To estimate the duration, I finally redirected the output to a file and let the scan run for exactly 60 mins/1 hr. With
2 entries per file I could now guess the potential duration - a few extra lines, which always occur at the start, will
have no effect on the overall result.
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After 60 mins the size of the text file was about 133 MB:

To open such a 'monster', one needs a powerful text editor. I prefer Notepad++ :
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As a conclusion - even when sending the output to a text file - the process for 10 x 1 mio files should complete
after about 15.3 hrs.

To prove that, I created a batch file and startet a new test. As the edition of the resulting file OUTPUT.TXT is not
even possible with Notepad++ I used the standard CMD command FIND to verify the number of lines. After
about 50 mins it contained more than 1 mio entries which was about 500.000 file names:

So after 1 hr 1.283.700 lines have been written - this corresponds to about 650.000 entries for the client file
index:
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The view at the end of the file showed that the command excution ended successfully. As Windows CMD does
not know the tail command, I had to use Windows PowerShell for that purpose:

However, to my total surprise, the process ran for almost 3 days. During that period I got the impression that an
interim control with find would take even longer the more the end was in sight. This is obvious as the text file
OUTPUT.TXT finally grew to a size of more than 2 GB and finding the end took longer with each attempt:

I now was pretty sure that the whole process - without sending the output to file - will finish slightly faster than
within 69.5 hrs. What an expectation :-(
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This time the duration was 'only' 63 hrs. This confirmed my expectations but could not satisfy me at all.

Remember, that the time, which I saved by not sending the output to a file, was only by about 10% of the overall
time.

I now tested the 10 x 1 mio files volume. Here the final result which showed absolute no abnormalities:
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Finally I could use the result to complete my incomplete table (see page 5) with the missing numbers. But the
final relationship scared me even more than expected:

Now I ran the test for the save set/volume with 1 x 10 mio files. The result matched my previously observed
expectations:

And this is the only conclusion:

If you want to run fast scan processes, the backup to DDBoost media does not make
sense with this configuration. Here the dedupe storage is just counterproductive.

However, I admit that my tests - especially with my file systems - must lead to special
results. As a consequence, I do not claim universality but I do show potential trends.
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Scanner - Tests 2.0

The result surprised me so deeply that I decided to dig even deeper in it. Therefore I redesigned my test environment
and installed a VMware ESXi 7U2 Server running the same environment but with these smaller changes:

- At the client 19-client19-1 I added even more disks with these file systems:
- 1 directory with      100.000 text files, 100 bytes each
- 1 directory with   1.000.000 text files, 100 bytes each
- 10 directories with   1.000.000 text files, 100 bytes each
- 1 directory with 10.000.000 text files, 100 bytes each
- 10 directories with   1.000.000        files, 100 bytes each with random data
- 1 directory with  1 text file with 5 GB

As the last two do not matter, I have marked them with grey background.

- As Data Domain I used a DDVE with DDOS 7.2

- On the Data Domain, despite the DDBoost devices, I defined additional AFTD devices. With those, one
is able to directly compare the process time between locally attached AFTD and AFTD devices residing
on the DDVE.

And this is the view of the new test environment:
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Once again, each backup was lead to a separate, appropriate backup device. This configuration finally leads to
these 24 backup devices ...

... each serving its separate backup media:
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For the scanner processes, I programmed tiny Windows PowerShell scripts, which will not just run automatically
but finally also calculate the duration of the whole process.

Below you see the direct comparison for the 100.000 files backup - for the local attached AFTD device (top) and
for the AFTD device on the Data Domain. Please note that the CPU load for the scan process in the AFTD-DDVE
device is just by about 1..2% :

As a consequence the process will run extremly slower - it will take about 70x longer. Please compare the
timestamps by yourself:

So basically these results underline my previous observations.
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Here are the results for a clone process:

And these are the results in a graphical view:

Here you can see, that cloning from the DDBoost device to the DD_AFTD device runs relatively slow. However,
this does not surprise, because source and destination volume are on the same system. These results are not
what I was really interested in - they should just prove to you that the data transfer in general could run pretty
fast enough.
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During the scan process, the differences were extreme severe. Therefore I decided to start with the two
'smaller' file systems/save sets:

With these results, any user can be happy if - after the disaster recovery of the
NetWorker server, he 'only' must scan a DDBoost device and not a DD-based AFTD
device.

Now it was time to get in touch with Dell/EMC support. After the usual 'warm-up phase‘ they finally succeeded
with the verification of the problem. However, they could not explain this 'turtle-like behavior' right away.

This was the time when I decided to inform other users about the problem.
For the time being, let me just warn you to avoid scanning DD based backup
volumes whenever possible.

The graphical comparison now shows the differnces clearly:
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Update - 12/30/2021

Meanwhile - working closely with Dell/EMC support - we have managed to identify the cause of this
phenomenon. BTW - the tests carried out were one of the very few in my whole NetWorker support 'career'
where I needed to increase the debug level for specific NetWorker server processes.

The reason for the observed behavior when running scanner -i on DD-based disk backup media was -
and here I use a very simple description to make it understandable for you - with each file a special kind of
extra 'ping' will be executed. This of course is absolute unnecessary and useless. Especially if you have
a DD-based disk backup media which holds save sets with extreme file-rich data, such additional procedure
will lead to an extreme slow performance.

Of course this behavior has been addressed as a problem by Dell/EMC Support and it has also been
escalated. It is extremely severe because if the administrator just presses Enter at the end of the NetWorker
disaster recovery process (nsrdr) to start scanning the disk volumes, scanner -i will automatically
and invisibly for the administrator be run in the background. Therefore you better ...

- should never start the scanner process here but
- run the command scanner -m manually later and
- run the command scanner -i only for such save sets when you need them.

As you can see from the document, I used NetWorker 19.3.0.4 for my tests. However,
the problem persists even for the latest release 19.5.0.6.

I am not sure when this problem began. I am also not sure, whether it exists only
for Windows. In any case - be careful!

Updates ... see next page

01/12/2022

Over the years I had some time to verify since when the issue appeared for the first time - it first showed with
NetWorker 19.3.0:

- NW 19.2.0.4 - all is fine so far

- NW 19.3.0.0 could not execute scanner on DDBoost devices due to a missing libDDBoost.dll

- NW 19.3.0.1 has never been released

- NW 19.3.0.2 showed the effect for the first time.

Update 05/01/200 The issue still persists with NW 19.6.1.0 which has been released 04/27/2022.

Update 09/01/200 The issue still persists with NW 19.7.0.0 which has been released 06/28/2022.
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01/12/2022

Over the years I had some time to verify since when the issue appeared for the first time - it first showed with
NetWorker 19.3.0:

- NW 19.2.0.4 - all is fine so far

- NW 19.3.0.0 could not execute scanner on DDBoost devices due to a missing libDDBoost.dll

- NW 19.3.0.1 has never been released

- NW 19.3.0.2 showed the effect for the first time.

05/01/2022 The issue still persists with NW 19.6.1.0 which has been released 04/27/2022.

09/01/2022 The issue still persists with NW 19.7.0.0 which has been released 06/28/2022.

01/01/2023 Despite the escalation the issue still persists with the following latest NetWorker
versions:

19.6.1.3 released 10/24/2022

19.7.0.1 released 08/27/2022
19.7.0.2 released 11/30/2022

19.8.0.0 released 12/06/2022


